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The Bagua Map. Use this tool by laying it over a sketch
of your home.
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Feng Shui Workbook
Your home is a third skin and has a life all her own and that energy interacts and
communicates with your personal Chi (energy) every day. Everything within your home
represents parts of your life, and this can be seen through a tool called the Bagua Map.
Through this workbook, you're going to learn how to develop a better relationship with
your home and what she's telling you. The Bagua Map houses what's known as nine guas
(pronounced ga-wa) that are associated with specific life areas. Lay this map over your own
home to get a birds-eye view of where the boxes land in your home. (Career, Wisdom, Family,
Wealth, Fame, Health, Relationships, Children, and Helpful people.) What do you see? At this
point, you may just see a bunch of boxes, but after this exercise, you're going to be able to
spot one or more of the top 5 disruptors wreaking havoc on your Feng Shui, and get a better
understanding of why you may have difficulty in that area of your life.

How to spot a problem using the Bagua Map in your
own home
Step 1 - The top 5 disruptors, what are they?
Shape - what's the overall shape of your home? Ideally, the best shape is
square or rectangular.
Front Door - how does it look? How does it work? Where is it located? This
is the mouth of your home and touches everything in your life.
Bathroom/s - where are they located? These pose problems because they
drain that life area they are in. For example, have a bathroom in wealth?
You're likely experiencing financial issues.
Command - look at your bed, desk, and stove position, can you see the
door, or is it behind you? Take command and make sure you can see the
door
Knife Edges - look at your bed, desk, and stove. Is anything sharp coming
at them? Look for sharp objects like tables, walls, sculptures etc. and
remove them.

Step 2 - Sketch your home and its' Bagua Map
Based on your homes Bagua map, and the Top 5 Disruptors,
what clues can you already identify that might be an issue?
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Step 3 - Be sure each gua on your sketch is labeled
Wealth
Fame
Partnership
Family
Health
Children
Knowledge
Career
Helpful People

Step 4 - Make note of the location of any disruptor
Is the shape of your home unusual? (square and rectangular are ideal)
Where does your front door land on the map? In which gua?
Where are the bathrooms located on the map?
Are any main areas out of command? Bed, desk, stove?
Can you spot any important knife edges?

Step 5 - Review any issues showing up in your life
Put on your Feng Shui detective hat. Based on what you
know so far, what do you see in your floor plan? Write
down areas of your life that are difficult, and see if they
match up to what's in your map.

Check out this FREE audio recording on the Top 5
Disruptors
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sketch your plan

draw the Bagua map onto your sketch
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Locate the disruptors in your plan
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Here is VINTAGE
what we know so far
By looking with your Feng Shui eyes, what do you see? Pay close
attention to how each gua lands in your home and what might be showing
up for you, and ask yourself these questions:

What do I see? Where are the disruptors? What a-has! does
this give me about what is happening in my life?

What guas or life areas are showing me the most problems?

Can I pinpoint how any one of the disruptors may
be posing a possible problem for me right now?

How do I fix it? Be sure to check out my online
workshop, Feng Shui For Beginners. Discover the
Top 5 Disruptors Screwing Up Your Feng Shui.
You can learn more about it here:
Feng Shui For Beginners Online Class
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Who is Amanda Gates?
Amanda is a professionally trained Interior Designer, Advanced Feng Shui
Practitioner, podcaster, award-winning blogger, author, and environmentalist.
She has been seamlessly marrying interior design and Feng Shui for over twenty
years to help her high-end clients create designs that are energy aligned, to give
them the home and life they've always dreamed of. In 2019, she acquired her
real estate license to help everyone realize their
perfect Feng Shui home.
Interested in learning more? Head on over to my website,
gatesinteriordesign.com for additionalresources or check out my YouTube
channel under Amanda Gates Feng Shui!

